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Karen Cheng
BChD MFDS RCSEng MBA
Karen was a dentist who probably never should have been one. A very early childhood
experience inspired her to study medicine, but circumstances diverted her to start her
career in dentistry. She has since worked in the hospital sector, general practice and multi‐
national business environments, and built up 15 years of clinical and corporate experience
in product management and project management, medical affairs, training and education,
operations, marketing and sales development. She has lived in 7 countries including
Switzerland, UK, US, Japan, Thailand, Malaysia and Singapore. Ten years ago, a major
change occurred which transformed her life physically and mentally, but she continued to
embrace the opportunities it presented and defied the odds to grow from the change.
Another mid‐life crisis has just occurred which will perhaps bring her back on track to her
life’s purpose, but let’s see how many more fuck‐ups it takes to get her there.

Stefan Logar
Stefan is a specialist for processes in all kind of intellectual levels. He is one of
Switzerland’s best experts to optimize and integrate solutions to increase workflow and
success. During the last six years Stefan worked with top entrepreneurs around our globe
and created from the essence of their patterns, techniques and successes, the Book:
SPOTE “The Secret Patterns of Top Entrepreneurs”, which just has been published as
E‐Book recently.
Besides writing, Stefan worked with international and national companies to ensure a
higher rate of team efficiency, for example with AXA‐Philippines he created a structure
and work‐flow system for Sales‐Teams which tripled their closing rate within three
months.
In August 2015 Martin Altherr and Stefan Founded “The Abundance Principles”. Their
Mission is: to shift a million people energetically and intellectually towards an awakened,
conscious heart and mind. Their Vision is: Building tribes and communities, reaching out in
events and in mentorship programs. Strengthened through their Mentors Robert Kiyosaki,
Bodo Schäfer and Kane and Alessia Minkus they are empowered to serve you.

Mahima Klinge
Switzerlands Top Self Mastery Mentor. Creator of the Mahima Mindset.
Award Winning Speaker and International Best Selling Author.
Founder of Love Silence.
Mahima has been in teaching self mastery for over 2 decades and is author of the best
selling book “The Inner Peace Formula”. Her message is clear “we need to listen to our
inner voice and be present in the NOW to be an effective leader”. An inspirational
speaker and story teller, Mahima is able to captivate audiences with her message and it is
not uncommon for standing ovations to follow Mahima’s talks!
Mahima has experienced more Fuck Ups than she care’s to remember and has found a
formula for doing business that has resulted in over 470% growth in her business in the
last 12 months. The lessons learned from her experiences is what shapes the way she
does business today.
www.themahimamindset.com
www.lovesilence.com
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Next FUNs in 2017!

